Researchers have developed a systematic method of using imageprocessing techniques to assess the complexity of the background of overhead guide and street name signs under nighttime driving conditions. These techniques are used to extract image properties such as entropy, contrast, energy, homogeneity, the number of saturation pixels, the edge ratio, and the number of objects, all of which are considered potential factors for evaluating background complexity. The researchers combined these factors with ratings of images by human survey participants to develop a multiple linear regression model that could be used by practitioners to evaluate the background complexity of overhead guide and street name signs under nighttime conditions. Because of the small number of samples in the data sets, bootstrapping, a resampling method, was employed to improve the performance of the proposed model. High consistency between the results of the proposed model and the empirical results from the survey demonstrated that the model performed well in analyzing the complexity of the background of traffic signs. Practitioners can use this model to identify overhead guide and street name signs that have highly complex backgrounds and may require sign lighting, supplemental signs, or relocation to minimize driver difficulty in detecting and obtaining information from the signs.
sign. Figure 1 contains images of test signs in settings of varying background complexity.
The complexity of the background of an overhead guide or street name sign can make detecting and obtaining information from the sign difficult, particularly in urban conditions, where the background can be very complex. Although the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices does discuss sign visibility, it does not expressly mention or discuss the consideration of background complexity and its potential impact (1) . The concept of and concern for background complexity has been developing over the years as state practitioners adapt to expanding urban environments. Although various studies have been indirectly related to the concept of background complexity, NCHRP Project 5-20, Guidelines for Nighttime Visibility of Overhead Guide Signs, was initiated specifically to address growing practitioner concern about whether overhead guide signs need lighting, especially in complex urban environments.
A new method or system independent of human perception is needed to assess the background complexity of traffic signs in nighttime environments with high accuracy and consistency. This study aimed to design a system that automatically evaluates the background complexity of overhead traffic signs by using digital images of nighttime roadway scenes, image-processing techniques, and multiple linear regression (MLR). The proposed system has the potential to be combined with the current system for measuring the visibility of traffic signs in practice.
PREVIOUS STUDIES
A review of the literature found that most papers that address the complexity of the background of traffic signs studied the effects of background complexity on the driver's view and did not provide a numerical model for assessing background complexity (2) . The previous studies discussed here are those that focused on the evaluation of complexity by two-dimensional image processing.
Image processing by two-dimensional signal has been widely used in fields such as automatic target recognition, traffic surveillance, estimation of pavement cracks, remote sensing, and medical applications. Image-processing techniques have the potential to be used to evaluate background complexity from a driver's perspective. Information theory, which has been widely used in data analysis for clustering, feature selection, and blind signal separation, is the method most frequently used in analyzing image complexity.
Okawa focused on measuring the complexity of color pictures by considering six factors, including the distribution of color variance,
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Image Processing of Digital Images of Nighttime Roadway Scenes
The visibility of traffic signs is a critical component in transporta tion safety. All of the nighttime traffic control devices that are intended to provide visibility in terms of the roadway scene are developed, deployed, and tested in isolation. Effective traffic signage provides drivers with the information they need to make safe, appropriate, and timely decisions while they also maintain a certain level of driver comfort, especially at nighttime. Existing guidance for sign placement is meant to help practitioners install signs where the signs will be visible to the driver without being a hazard. The guidance mostly focuses on the installation of an isolated sign and does not effectively take into account the context of the background and adjacent signs, which add to the visual complexity and may impair a driver's ability to detect and obtain information from a particular the total number of regions, and the color distribution of the regions (3). The six factors were mathematically defined and measured with the use of a computer. Five students were invited to grade the complexity of 251 realistic images. Image complexity was expressed by a linear combination of the six factors, and their weights were determined by the least squares method. It was found that the structural factor of a color picture and the color variance could significantly affect the image's complexity.
Mario et al. developed a novel fuzzy approach for determining the complexity of an image primarily on the basis of an analysis of the percentage of edge levels in the image (4). The developed method did not depend on a priori human evaluation of complexity for the analysis. Image complexity was defined in three categories: little complexity, more or less complex, and very complex. Each class could be determined by the in-class membership functions developed in the study. The developed method performed well in determining image complexity in a test of 150 real images.
Cardaci et al. applied a fuzzy mathematical model to evaluate image complexity via a specific entropy function on the basis of local and global spatial features of the image, because these aspects are more perceptible and appropriate for describing complexity (5) . The classic entropic distance function was adopted in this study. After a comparison with results of subjective estimates of image complexity, the results of the developed model were correlated with those of the subjective model; the correlation proved that such a model was capable of determining the complexity of the image.
Rigau at al. introduced a new information theory method of analyzing image complexity on the basis of the segmentation of the image (6) . The information channel that goes from the histogram to the regions of the partitioned image to maximize the mutual information was applied to partitioning the image. In this study, the authors took into account the entropy of the image intensity histogram as well as the spatial distribution of pixels. The final complexity analysis was conducted by means of two measures: the number of partitioning regions needed to extract a given information ratio from the image and the compositional complexity of the partitioned image.
Perkio and Hyvarinen presented a novel information theory method for determining the complexity of single pairwise images are entropy, contrast, energy, homogeneity, the number of saturation pixels, the edge ratio, and the number of objects in the image. All of these properties were considered as input factors in developing the complexity model for images of nighttime roadway scenes. These properties were derived from the gray level (or grayscale) co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), which is defined over an image to be the distribution of co-occurring values at a given offset. An N-bit image could produce an N × N matrix. In the GLCM, the value denoted as p(i, j) is equal to the number of occurrences of two pixels that have gray levels i and j, respectively, with a constant distance. The texture of the image can be measured by the GLCM, which is typically large and sparse. Various metrics of the GLCM are usually taken to obtain a more useful set of features. As shown in Figure 2 , the co-occurrence matrices of images with different complexity levels may vary significantly.
Number of Objects
In general, the number of objects (O) in an image is capable of directly reflecting the degree of complexity. Commonly, the more on the basis of independent component analysis (7) . The results of their experiments showed the developed model to be reliable and more responsive to textures than two other compared methods. Leena and Holt (8) conducted an experiment to determine image complexity by applying the Klinger-Salingaros algorithm (9) that was developed for quantitative pattern measure of harmony, temperature, life, and complexity. In this study, the authors tested the Klinger-Salingaros algorithm by using realistic images for the complexity analysis, and they also explored how well the complexity values calculated by the algorithm were correlated with human ratings of the same images. The finding of a high correlation value supported the use of the Klinger-Salingaros algorithm in estimating image complexity with respect to human perception of complexity.
METHODOLOGY
Several image-processing techniques were used to extract seven intrinsic properties that describe image texture from nighttime roadway images to develop a background complexity model. These properties 
Contrast
Contrast (G) is a measurement used to represent the degree of grayscale difference between a pixel and its neighbor over an image. Contrast can be used to assess the amount of local variation in an image. Human beings are more sensitive to contrast than to absolute grayscale in images. As with entropy and energy, the contrast of an image can be derived from the GLCM, as demonstrated in the following equation:
The focus of this work was the nighttime roadway scene, and the contrast in the background of nighttime images has the potential to provide encoded information about complexity. Higher contrast means that there are likely more lighting sources in the background. For drivers, the perfect circumstance for clearly viewing guide signs is a completely black background that has a contrast value of 0. A driver's viewing experience could change significantly as contrast increases. For this reason, this study considered contrast to be an important factor in modeling the background complexity of traffic signs.
objects that appear in the image, the more complicated the image is, and vice versa. The number of objects in an image was automatically computed from labeled connected components in the binary image. Nevertheless, some fine textures in large objects (e.g., words on commercial billboards) were counted as isolated objects in this study. It is reasonable that an object that possesses complicated textures can more negatively affect drivers, as demonstrated in Figure 3 .
Number of Saturation Pixels
Saturation pixels (S) were defined as those with the highest grayscale values (e.g., 255 for an eight-bit image and 65,535 for a 16-bit image). The centers of lighting sources are commonly so bright that the pixels of corresponding areas in an image have the highest grayscale values, because they exceed the scale capability of the image. In practice, the threshold is usually equal to 90% to 95% of the highest grayscale value for the scale of an image, as shown in Figure 3 , in which a 95% threshold was applied. The presence of more saturation pixels in the image implies that drivers will likely be able to view guide signs with a more complex background that includes a large number of objects such as lighting sources, commercial billboards, and oncoming vehicles, all of which can strongly affect a driver's observation. 
Homogeneity
Homogeneity (H) is used to measure the spatial closeness of the distribution of elements in the GLCM and is calculated as follows:
In the extreme case, when the GLCM distribution of an image is uniform, the homogeneity of the image is equal to 0. In contrast, when the GLCM distribution lies only on the diagonal of the matrix, the homogeneity of the image is equal to 1.
Edge Ratio
Edge, a crucial characteristic of objects, is used to describe their texture as well as their shape. Therefore, the occurrence of objects in images can be represented by the edge ratio (R), which is defined as
where N edge is the number of pixels located at the edges of all objects in an image and N total is the total number of pixels in an image. The grayscale in an image changes significantly at the edges of objects. Generally, the edge can be calculated by the difference algorithm, depending on the edge-detection operators. An image with a large number of edge pixels is commonly complicated because it contains more objects. This is the reason for employing the edge ratio as a factor in evaluating the background complexity of images of nighttime roadway scenes. However, the edge ratio is sensitive to noise and the accuracy of selected edge-detection operators. In this study, Canny edge detection (11) , one of the most famous multistage edgedetection algorithms, was adopted to extract the edge pixels of the background image.
Entropy
Entropy (E) is a quantity normally used to statistically measure the randomness of an image. In information theory, entropy is utilized to measure the degree of uncertainty associated with random variables and is considered a statistical measure of complexity (10 The grayscale distributions of high-energy images are either constant or periodic in form. A homogeneous image is usually coarser in texture, with very few dominant gray peaks. Therefore, the cooccurrence matrix for such an image will have few values that are large in magnitude, and the energy value of the image will be large. In contrast, a co-occurrence matrix with a large number of small entries produces small energy values in an image. The coarser the texture is, the larger the energy is, and vice versa.
FIGURE 3 (continued) Example of image properties: (e) objects in image and (f) histogram.
(e) (f)
DATA DESCRIPTION
Human factors rating data of nighttime images taken with a Basler Scout Camera with a 35-mm Fujinon lens were collected from 30 participants and used with bootstrapping to calibrate the MLR. The survey was designed to rate images of nighttime roadway scenes on the basis of the complexity of the background of the target traffic sign, overhead guide sign, or street name sign. Each participant rated 33 images. The background complexity in each image was rated on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicated low complexity and 5 indicated high complexity. The participants were told that high complexity was defined as difficulty in detecting the test sign in each image. Two randomized orders of image presentation were developed, and the participants were divided into two groups.
Half of the participants were assigned to Group A and shown one of the presentations, and the other half was assigned to Group B and shown the other presentation. To introduce the rating concept and the type of images that the participants would be rating, each participant was given five images to rank before the survey was conducted. The participants were also instructed to comment on any factors that seemed to increase or decrease the complexity of the background of the target traffic sign. Table 1 , which shows the results of the survey, lists the average and SD for the rating of each image by both groups as well as the overall ratings. The results of the rating for each image by each group were compared by t-test. Furthermore, an independent pairedsample t-test was conducted to determine whether the survey results for Groups A and B were different. The results show that there was not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis and that the groups were the same, as the p-value was equal to .48.
The participants rated Images 12 and 28 as the two least complex of the 33 images and Images 15 and 17 as the two most complex images (Table 1 and Figure 4 ). The participants commented that they selected Image 15 as the most complex one for the following reasons: the busy background, the small size of the sign, and the presence of multiple signs and lights close to the sign.
This study also used a data set from a previous survey of a different group of 21 participants who were shown 16 images of nighttime roadway scenes. This data set was used primarily to validate the proposed model in order to evaluate its fitting performance; the survey results are shown in Table 2 . Before image-processing techniques were applied to obtain the image properties, the target traffic sign in each image was removed manually and replaced with a totally black area to eliminate the effects of the sign from the analysis of background complexity. This process ensured that the complexity evaluated was truly that of the background and not that of the image including the sign itself.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Estimation of Parameters for MLR
For all 33 images, image processing was used to automatically compute the seven image properties identified for this study: entropy, energy, contrast, homogeneity, the number of saturation pixels, the edge ratio, and the number of objects. A statistical summary of these values is given in Table 3 . The parameter estimates for the MLR model, calculated by the OLS method from the original small set of samples and 1,000 bootstrap samples, are presented in Table 4 along with the corresponding standard error for each estimated parameter.
Modeling of Complexity
As stated above, all seven properties derived from the image are considered to be factors for analyzing background complexity in images of nighttime roadway scenes. In this study, a linear relationship between these factors and complexity was assumed. Therefore, MLR was employed to model background complexity (12) (13) (14) . MLR is a multivariate statistical technique used to examine the linear correlations between multiple independent variables and a single dependent variable and can be demonstrated as follows: where y i = ith observation of the dependent variable (in this study, the complexity rate), x ij = ith observation of the jth independent variable (in this study, one of the seven properties discussed earlier), β i = parameter to be estimated for the jth independent variable factor, and ε i = error following the independent identically normal distribution.
MLR can also be expressed in matrix format, as follows:
where Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m ) T = matrix with measurements of the dependent variable, X = matrix with series of multivariate measurements from input factors, B = (β 0 , β 1 , . . . , β 7 ) T = parameter matrix that needs to be estimated, and Err = noise matrix.
Noise is usually assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution. The ordinary least squares (OLS) method (15) was employed to estimate the parameters (β 0 , β 1 , . . . , β 7 )
T of the model of background complexity in images of nighttime roadway scenes.
The ability of any model of visual background complexity will only be as good as the human factors data used to calibrate it. The sample size available for this analysis was such that the decision was made to use bootstrapping (16), a common resampling method, to improve MLR performance. The general procedure for bootstrapping is as follows:
1. Take original samples of size N into the MLR model. 2. Compute the desired estimate of parameters in the model. 3. From the original samples, resample, with replacement, a bootstrap sample with the same size of N as the original samples. The meaning of "with replacement" is that some data sets in the original samples may be drawn several times in a bootstrap sample and some may be excluded.
4. Put the bootstrap sample produced in Step 3 into the MLR model and obtain a new estimate of parameters.
5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 many times and store all results. The number of iterations needs to be set up for an appropriate value, as it affects the performance of bootstrapping in the regression. Most of the time, 200 iterations are sufficient.
6. For the result, the estimation of parameters is the mean of the stored estimation results of bootstrapping. The estimated standard error is the standard deviation (SD) of the bootstrap estimates. The root mean square error (RMSE) was applied as the model fit index to compare the estimates from the original small set of samples and 1,000 bootstrap samples. The RMSE was calculated as follows:
where Y i is the rating of background complexity from the survey and Ŷ i is the predicted value from the proposed MLR model. The RMSE for the original small set of samples was 0.393094, and that for the bootstrap samples was 0.372485. The performance of the two models was similar, but there was a slight downward bias in the estimates from the bootstrap samples from the empirical survey data.
Although the dependent variable employed in the regression was the average value of ratings from 30 participants as a continuous variable, the final level of service for the complexity of the background of the traffic sign in the nighttime roadway scene was defined on a scale of five levels [1 (least) to 5 (most)], which are all integers. Therefore, it was necessary to examine how the proposed MLR model performed with rounded values (integers). The results was computed with a mean of 0.3182 and an SD of 0.2951. Additionally, the error of ±1 in the rounded ratings is reasonable, because the survey was a subjective procedure in which it was difficult for participants to accurately distinguish the difference in background complexity of the traffic signs in nighttime images, especially when the complexity ratings of the images were close (e.g., 4 and 5).
Data from a previous survey that used a similar methodology were used to further validate the proposed MLR model. In the previous survey, a different group of 21 participants was asked to rate 16 nighttime images of overhead guide signs. Figure 7 shows the performance of the proposed model with the validation data set. The model performed well, as the largest error was less than 1.5 for the averaged ratings and 1 for the rounded ratings. For the rounded ratings, differences occurred only in three of 16 images, each with a bias of 1. As previously stated, an error of ±1 is acceptable, because rating image complexity is a subjective process and accurately distinguishing differences in image complexity is difficult. The validation with the second data set was particularly important, in that a different data set from a different survey was used in training the model. This validation effort shows that the developed model are shown in Figure 5 . The predicted rating of complexity derived from the proposed MLR model deviated from the survey rating for only three images: Images 16, 26, and 27. Nevertheless, these differences were ±1 in all cases, as shown in Figure 5 . This level of analytical bias is tolerable in practical applications.
Model Validation
After the MLR model was built up, it was necessary to validate its performance. Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) was employed to evaluate the proposed model. As its name implies, LOOCV uses a single observation from the original data set as validation data and other observations as training data. The whole process is not stopped until all observations have been used once as validation data. The validation results are illustrated in Figure 6 .
As shown, the fit of the model was very good and certainly acceptable, as the largest biases were 1.17 for averaged ratings and 1 for rounded ratings. On the basis of such results, the error with respect to the average ratings for background complexity in the validation pixels, the edge ratio, and the number of objects as input properties was proposed. These input properties were all derived directly from images by image-processing techniques. Image-rating data collected from two surveys-one of 30 participants and one of 21 participantswere used to train and validate the model. The ratings of background complexity predicted by the model were consistent with the ratings from the surveys. This model could be used to effectively rate nighttime images for background complexity with respect to overhead guide and street name signs, and those ratings could be used to assess the level of service provided by the signs more accurately.
is robust and has good potential for use in rating the background complexity of any digital image of a roadway scene.
ConClusions
The goal of this study was to assess the complexity of the background of overhead traffic signs by using image-processing techniques to evaluate nighttime images of roadway scenes. An MLR model that considered entropy, contrast, energy, homogeneity, the number of saturation 
